1. Introduction. Let ft be an exterior domain in R 3 with smooth boundary dfl. We consider the nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations on the space-time cylinder Q x [0,+oo) : Here u = u(x,i) -(^1,^2,^3) and p -p(x,i) denote the unknown velocity vector and the pressure of the fluid at point (x,i) G ft x (0,00) respectively, while u > 0 is the viscosity, a(x) is a given initial velocity vector field. For simplicity, let u = 1. It is well known that system (1.1) models a viscous incompressible fluid flow. For more details about the physical meaning of (1.1), see [1] .
There is an extensive literature on the existence of weak solutions and strong solutions to the nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations. Hopf [12] proved the existence of a square-summable weak solution for an arbitrary square summable initial velocity a(x). Later on, Galdi and Maremonti [5] constructed a class of weak solutions with second order spatial derivatives and one order time derivative with 5/4 power summmability. Other properties of weak solutions were discussed in [7] . Also see [21] . As far as the strong solutions of (1.1) is concerned, Hey wood [11] proved the existence of global strong solution under the assumption that ||a||#-i(Q) is small, by using a variant of the Faedo-Galerkin approximation. Applying the theories of semigroup generated by Stokes operator A and some estimates of the Stokes operator with fractional powers, Miyakawa [20] improved Heywood's result for three dimensional exterior domain only assuming m 1 / 4 a||/ / 2(Q) small. On the other hand, Iwashita [13] extended the results of Kato [14] to n(> 3) dimensional exterior domain and established the existence of L p (p > 3) strong solutions, by making use of the L p -L q estimates of semigroup generated by Stokes operator A. By completely different method in [8] , he showed the existence of global strong solutions only needing ||a||i, 2 (n) or HVaH^^) small, or i/ large. For other works, see [3, 4] .
However, the fundamental problems, the uniqueness of weak solutions, up to an additive constant for pressure p, and the global existence of strong solutions without any restriction on given initial data, still remain open. To solve such problem, some new a priori estimates, for smooth solutions, such as sup^> 0 ||VW||Z,2(Q), sup n>< [o j00 ) \u\ or for any one of certain other quantities are needed, to serve in a continuation argument via well known existence theorems. In this paper, we will try to establish a kind of new estimates.
We will establish some new estimates in some weighted space. Then a class of strong solutions are showed in the weighted spaces for problem (1.1). Similar weighted weak solutions and strong solutions were shown in [9] for the Cauchy problem of the Navier-Stokes equations. One of the main ingredients of the analysis in [9] is to derive the weighted estimates about the pressure function p. For the Cauchy problem, the pressure function p satisfies that
1,3=1
J By the fundamental solution of the Laplace's equation, the pressure function p can be expressed as
(i^)^y)vMdy).
Then employing the singular integral theory (cf. Stein [23] ), they deduced the necessary weighted estimates. For details, see [9] . But for the exterior domain, a series of new difficulties appear due to the appearance of the boundary. The main difficulty is the weighted estimates about the pressure function p. In order to overcome these difficulties, we use the singular integral expression of the operator P : L 2 (Q) ->J 2 (0) in [17] , then give the integral expressions of the approximate solutions, as do in [17] . Therefore, we obtain the weighted estimates for the solutions of (1.1), and show the existence of a weighted strong solution in the class ( 
X7u € Z/^O, +oo;LP(Q)) for 7 < p < +oo and a = 3/7 -3/p. It seems that our results are completely different from any one previously known for the exterior problem.
It should be to point out that a is smaller than that of the Cauchy problem. This is due to the appearance of #, which come from the boundary. Owing to the same reason, we can not obtain the weighted estimates of weak solutions, as doing for Cauchy problem in [9] . For details, see section 5. However, Farwig and Sohr [5] showed a class of weighted (\x\ a ) weak solutions with second derivative about the spatial variables and one order derivative about time variable in L s (0,oo;L q (ft)) for 1< q < 3/2, 1< s < 2 and 0 < 3/q + 2/s -4 < a < min{l/2,3 -3/q}.
Meanwhile, the large time behavior of weak solutions has been studied in details by Galdi and Maremonti [5] , Borcher and Miyakawa [2] , Maremonti [18] and Kozono, Ogawa and Sohr [15] , also see [19, 21] ; while that of strong solutions with small initial data has also been studied in details by Hey wood [11] , Miyakawa [20] , Iwashita [13] and Kozono and Ogawa [16] etc. Thus this problem is well understood. But there is no results about the decay properties at large distances. For the Cauchy problem, the decay properties of weak solutions and strong solutions are implied, in some sense, by the corresponding weighted estimates in [9] ; that of weak solutions for the Navier-Stokes equations in exterior domains was studied in [4] ; while for the steady state Navier-Stokes equations in exterior domains, Galdi and Simader [6] showed a velocity field decaying at large distances as \x\~2 under the assumption of small given initial data. Similar decay properties of the Stokes equations in exterior domains were obtained in [22] . For other works, see [3] and the literature in [22] and [6] . In this paper, our weighted estimates imply the decay properties at large distances for the strong solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations in an exterior domain in some sense.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce the notations and state the main results. The approximate solutions are constructed and some basic estimates are given in section 3. The integral representations of the approximate solutions are given in section 4. Finally, we deduce the main weighted estimates in section 5. 
1/2 and £(•, •) denotes the beta function. Finally, by symbol C, we denote a generic constant whose value is unessential to our aims, and it may change from line to line.
Before stating our main results, we first give the definition of strong solutions.
DEFINITION. A vector u is called a strong solution of (1.1) if 1) u, Wu e ^^(CTj^fi)) for 7 <p < +oo and any T > 0, 2) u satisfies the equations (1.1) in distribution sense, i.e., 
) was obtained for Cauchy problem for 0 < a < 3. And with small assumption on initial data, the weighted strong solution ^/ 2 (1 + \x\ 2 )u G Z^O, +oo; L P (R 3 ))(S < p < oo) also was obtained for Cauchy problem in [9] with f3 -f-a = 3 -S/p or 4 -3/p .
3. Far wig and Sohr [5] showed a class of weighted d^l") weak solutions with second derivative about the spatial variables and one order derivative about time
Applying the weighted estimates obtained in section 5, the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 is standard. So we will only deduce the necessary weighted estimates, and omit the details of the procedure of the proof.
The Construction of approximation solutions and its basic estimates.
We first define the approximate solutions by using the linearized Navier- hold uniformly for k > 0. ^2 \\ a \\t + J2 Il a ll2 i ' if 1< r < 6/5.
i=l i=0
Proof. Similar to the discussion of (5. As 1< r < 6/5 and 0 < e < 1/4, (3/2)(1/r -1/2) < 3/2 + 2e 2 -3e. So (3.7) follows from the last fact and (3.5). The proof is completely similar to that in (Iwashita [13] ). Here we omit the details. For the details about the deducement of (4.3) and (4.4), see Ladyzhenskaya [17] . Now we deduce the integral expressions of the approximate solutions u k , as do in Ladyzhenskaya [17] . For this purpose, let £ G CQ 0^) such that £ = 0 for x G {x\0 < dist(x,dUL) < A} and C = 1 for x G fU = {a;|dzst(a;,5n) > 2A} with some given positive constant A, here dist{x,dVt) denotes the distance function from x to 5n. Then 
The Integral Representations of the
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In the following, let a = 3/7 -3/p for 7 < p < +00. Let a; G QSA, then |a; -y\ > A ior y 6 D. According to (4.9) and the expression of 6, it is obvious that l-Ril + IVp-RJI + |^| + |(5/ar + A")J2i| < C(|^| +*r) for x € ftsA and y e D. Thus the theory on singular integral operator (cf. Stein [23] [24] [25] ) implies that LEMMA 5.1. Let a = 3/7 -3/p for 7 < p < +00. Then for 3 < r < +00, we have for x e ftsx and y G D. Thus the theory on singular integral operator (cf. Stein [23] [24] [25] ) implies that LEMMA 5.2. Let a = 3/7 -3/p for 7 < p < +oo. Then for 3/2 < r < +oo, we have (5.5) l|V^||r,n w + ||V B |V y iJ i 1 ||| P>ng ,+||V I iZillr,n"+||V it (a/ar+A l ,)iii|| P , n 3, ^C?*-1 " 1 -*,. 
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By the Gronwall inequality, we obtain our estimate. D Because of the appearance of the function 6 in the expression of u k , we only choose a not to exceed 1 -3/p for 3 < p, according the theory on singular integral operator (cf. Stein [24] ). However, in order to obtain the uniform estimates about time variable, we must restrict a no to exceed 1/2 -3/piovp > 6. Thus, the estimates (5.7) and (5.15) are valid for any 0 < a < 1/2 -3/p and p > 6. In this paper, for sake of simplificity, we take a = 3/7-S/p for 7 < p < oo. In view of the procedure of the proof of Lemma 5.3 and 5.4, the value of a don't affect on the uniform estimates about the term depending on J&, it only change the estimates about terms containing factor \x -y\ a and /| -1^. Thus, similar to the above discussion, we can obtain, for where A only depend on ||a||i and ||(1 + |»| 2 )^2a||p-
